Abstract: A terahertz amplitude modulator based on graphene on a metallic square ring resonant structure is proposed. By separating the graphene and the metallic structure with a thin organic dielectric layer, both the resonant frequency and the amplitude of the transmission resonant peak are modulated when graphene is electrically tuned by a bias voltage. A maximal amplitude modulation depth of 72% at the frequency of 0.6 THz is achieved for the fabricated Terahertz modulator. An analysis model based on the transmission line theory is built to explore the modulation mechanism. Results of the transmission spectrum and the amplitude modulation indicate a good agreement between the transmission line theoretical predictions and the experimental measurements.
Introduction
Terahertz (THz) wave modulator is one of the key devices for applications in THz detection, imaging, spectroscopy and communications [1] . However, development of this device has been restricted by the lack of effective modulation materials in the last decades. Fortunately, benefiting from the advanced material of graphene with the properties of electronic tunability, high speed and wideband response, the research of graphene based THz modulator has become a hot spot in the recent years [2] - [5] .
A typical structure of the graphene based THz modulator is single-layer graphene on a flat low-doped silicon substrate [3] . However, the THz modulation depth of the graphene based THz modulator is limited by the weak interaction between the THz radiation and the graphene for its single atomic layer thickness. There are some methods reported to improve it. One method is to enhance the charge density in the graphene layer by an optical pump, but this will increase the energy cost in the device [6] , [7] . The utilization of ionic liquid gating to enhance the tuning scale of the charge level in graphene can obviously improve the modulation depth [8] - [10] , but it suffers the low modulation speed. Several theoretical simulations reported that introducing the metallic resonant structure is another effective way to enhance the interaction between the THz wave and the graphene [11] - [13] . In experiment, the configuration of the metallic circle ring aperture on the graphene layer directly is reported [14] . To tune graphene with a gate voltage, the amplitude of the extraordinary transmission peak is modulated and the maximum modulation depth has been promoted by 50%. However, the resonant frequency of the extraordinary transmission is not modulated since the metallic structure touches the graphene directly, which limits the modulation depth enhancement.
In this work, a THz amplitude modulator combining the single-layer graphene and a metallic square ring aperture (MSRA) enhancement structure is designed, fabricated and tested. The modulation depth enhancement is contributed with the transmission amplitude and the resonant frequency are both modulated in the modulator device. And the experimental modulations are in good accordance with the transmission line theory model.
Structures and Fabrications
The geometry of the proposed graphene THz amplitude modulator is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The MSRA array is located on the substrate of polyethylene glycol terephthalate (PET) which is low-absorption in THz range. A thin dielectric layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is inserted between the MSRA and the graphene layer. In the device, one of the electrodes is deposited on the graphene directly. The metallic square ring structure acts as the other electrode to apply bias voltages. When THz wave is incident onto the device, the extraordinary transmission resonance will be excited by the MSRA array. For the graphene is located in the enhanced localized field, the coupling between the MSRA array and graphene is raised. When the Fermi energy of graphene is manipulated by the bias voltage, the conductivity of the graphene is tuned and the coupling is changed, which may lead to the extraordinary transmission resonance of the metallic structure to be modulated. Due to the extreme sensitivity of the extraordinary transmission resonance to the surrounded environment [15] , the manipulated atom-layer graphene will give rise to a deep modulation of the transmission amplitude. In the device fabrication, a layer of 100-nm-thick aluminum is deposited on the PET thin film substrate with the thickness of 30 μm by magnetic sputtering first. Subsequently, it is patterned to form the MSRA array by a photolithography process. To guarantee the modulator working in THz band, the structure parameters of the MSRA with a period of p = 150 μm, the inner side length of d = 90 μm and the internal square side length of w = 17.5 μm are set and its photographic fabrication structure is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Secondly, the PMMA acting as the isolating layer with a thickness about 50 nm is coated onto the MSRA array by a spin-coating process. On the PMMA, a 20-nm-thick silver electrode is attached by deposition in vacuum through a mask. The graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is transferred onto the PMMA with the wet method [16] . In the wet transfer processing, the PMMA used to stick the graphene is not removed and act as a barrier layer to protect the graphene not touch the air. With the same process, a graphene layer is transferred onto the Si substrate to measure the Raman scattering by a confocal Raman microscope. The measured result in Fig. 1(c) shows that the height of the G peak is lower than that of the 2 D peak, which means that the layer of the graphene is between single layer and double layer.
Theory
To analyze the fabricated THz modulator, the transmission line model of the device is built. When the THz radiation transmits through the device, the transmission layer contains the graphene, PMMA, MSRA array and PET substrate. In the model, the layer of PMMA and PET substrate are dielectric materials, which are considered as the surrounded materials of the metallic structure. Hence the model is simplified to be graphene and the structure surrounded by air as shown in Fig. 2 . In this case, the transmission equation is as fellows:
where Z 0 = 377 is the vacuum impedance, Y S and σ G are the conductances of the MSRA and the graphene, respectively. For the fabricated terahertz modulation device, the MSRA and the graphene is separated with the isolate layer of PMMA, hence the conductances of the MSRA and graphene is non-interfering, which can be considered independently. The geometry of MSRA can be simplified from the double square ring structure [17] . With the simplification, the conductance of the metallic structure is expressed as (2) ,
where coefficients X 1 , X 2 and B are functions of the wave length and structure parameters of the square ring aperture array calculated with the method referenced with [17] .
For ω <2 E f in the THz band, the intraband conductivity of the graphene is only considered since the interband transitions is forbidden by the Pauli exclusion principle [18] . The conductivity of the graphene is given by [19] :
Where N is the coefficient corresponds to the layers of graphene, the value is set as 1.67 from the Raman intensity, E f is the Fermi energy of graphene, e is the electron charge, k B is the Boltzmann's constant, ω is radian frequency, T is the temperature of 300 K and = 1 × 10 12 Hz is the carrier scattering rate.
In the transmission line model, there is no current in the process of THz wave transmission, which means that the current I i n and I out are zero. With the above equations, the transmission of the fabricated THz modulator is calculated as:
In this formula, the resonant frequency of the coupling between the graphene and the MSRA array is mainly determined by the component of [Y s + Z 0 Im(σ G )] 2 and the transmission amplitude at the resonant frequency is mainly related to the component of [ 
2 . By tuning the bias voltage, Fermi level E f of grapheme is changed. From (3) the Re(σ G ) is positive and Im(σ G ) is negative. When the E f is increased, both the absolute values of the Re(σ G ) and Im(σ G ) are increased, which leads to the modulations of the coupling resonant frequency blue shift and amplitude decreased respectively.
Results and Discussions
To demonstrate the modulation property, the fabricated THz modulator is measured by the THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) spectrometer (Advanced Photonix, Inc., MI, USA). The transmission results at different bias voltages at time domain are shown in Fig. 3(a) . It reveals that the amplitude dynamic with the time at different bias voltages are different. After the Fourier transform, the transmission spectra at 0 and −20 V are plotted in Fig. 3(b) with the blue curves. It can be seen that the coupling transmission resonance appears at about 0.6 THz when the bias voltage is 0 V. When it is tuned to −20 V, the resonant frequency is blue shift and the amplitude of the resonant peak is reduced. By combing the experimental resonant frequencies with (3) and (4) shown as the solid curves. A similar modulation trend between the experimental measurements and the theoretical calculations can be obviously observed from this figure. The lower transmission from the experimental results is due to that the absorption of the dielectric layers are not considered in the transmission line model.
To analyze the modulation property of the fabricated device, the coupling resonant frequencies are determined according to the transmission peaks at different bias voltages and the results are plotted with the blue square dots in Fig. 4(a) . By taking the experimental resonant frequencies into (3) and (4), the corresponding Fermi energy of the graphene at different bias voltage is calculated and shown with the black circle dots in Fig. 4(a) . With the Boltzmann curve fit, the fitted Fermi energy is plotted with the black solid curve in Fig. 4(a) . It shows the same distribution as the reported work 20. In the device, the Fermi energy is slightly tuned when the bias voltage is lower than −10 V and higher than −15 V, but it is greatly tuned when the bias voltage ranges from −10 V to −15 V.
With the fitted Fermi energies, the theoretical calculations of the transmission peaks are carried out and the results are shown in Fig. 4(b) with the black solid curve, which displays an inverted Boltzmann distribution. As a contrast, the experimental transmission peaks at different bias voltages are marked as the blue square dots. It indicates that the experimental results are in agreement with the theoretical prediction.
When the THz transmission is obtained, the amplitude modulation depth of the device can be calculated in experiment and in theory as
where T 0 , T i are the initial and modulated transmissions of the device, respectively. With the transmission results, the amplitude modulation depth is calculated. When the bias voltage varies from 0 to −20 V, the theoretical and experimental modulation depths at different frequencies are shown in Fig. 5(a) with black solid and blue dot curves, respectively. As we can see, both of the resonant frequency and the amplitude peak are modulated. The maximum transmission amplitude modulation depth is calculated to be 72% at 0.6 THz in experiment. At the frequencies higher than 0.6 THz, the experimental modulation depth agrees well with the theoretical result. At lower frequencies, there is a prominent divergence between the experiment and theory. It is due to that the interface interference of the PET substrate raises the transmission at bias voltage of −20 V. It leads to the modulation depth increased rapidly with the increase of the frequency in experiment, while changed slightly with the frequency in theory. It is worth noting that the modulation depth of 72% presented here is higher than that of most recently reported graphene based THz modulators [3] , [21] - [24] . The variation of the modulation depth with the different bias voltage is shown in Fig. 5(b) at the frequency of 0.6 THz. The black solid curve is for the theory result and the blue dots are for the experiments. The theory calculations are based on the fitted Fermi energy in Fig. 4(a) . The modulation depth increases with the increase of the bias voltage, and the fastest increasing is located at the bias voltage from −10 to −15 V, which is similar to the variations of the coupling resonant frequency, the Fermi energy and the amplitude of the transmission peaks shown in the above Fig. 4 . We also can observe a clear consistency between the experimental measurements and theoretical predictions of the modulation depth from Fig. 5(b) .
Conclusion
To summarize, the THz modulator with a maximum amplitude modulation depth of 72% is realized in the configuration of graphene combined with the MSRA array and the polymer film. The modulation depth enhancement is analyzed according to the transmission line theory and demonstrated in the experiment. The device with such a high modulation depth has promising potential applications in THz detection, imaging and communications.
